A STRATEGY FRAMEWORK
FOR PLATFORM BANKS

Point of View

A strategy framework for
platform banks
No two banks are exactly the same, so

two most important aspects of platform

accessed from within the bank, on, say, a

it stands to reason that every bank will

banking on its two axes, namely, API

VPN network, subject to a formal contract,

choose a different platform banking

ownership and accessibility, to arrive at

its accessibility is deemed private. Public

strategy based on its particular situation.

a broad strategy segmentation model

accessibility is exactly the opposite; in this

Since banks can differ in a large number

that banks can use to determine the best

case, any interested party may access the

of ways – size, technology infrastructure,

options for their organizations.

API, subject to authentication but without

ecosystem maturity, business priorities,
and so on – it would be impossible, or
unmanageable to say the least, to plot
a separate strategy for each context. To
simplify this, we devised a framework
covering all the platform strategies that
are known today. The framework plots the
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The position of a strategy on the X-axis is
determined by who owns the API – only
the bank, a consortium of banks or other

any contractual obligation. Singapore’s
OCBC Bank is among those to have
exposed public APIs.

entities, or a third party, such as Fintech

Partner accessibility, as the name suggests,

firm or ecommerce platform. Positioning

is only for the contracted customers of a

on the Y-axis is determined by the way

consortium of banks who publish their APIs

users access the API. If the API has to be

in partnership.

“Banking as a Platform” Strategy
Segmentation Model
Any platform strategy in the segmentation
model can be put into 1 of 4 categories,
namely, Create, Curate, Participate and
Invest.
“Create” strategies refer to those where
the bank creates and owns the Open
Banking platform / API. Broadly, there
are 3 strategies of this type – embedded
banking, banking as an in app service and
banking as a service.

When a bank exposes fundamental APIs
only to a select list of partners, who use
them to create innovations (apps) which
are then deployed within the bank, that
is an embedded banking strategy. One
drawback of this approach is that it is not
scalable. A bank following the second
strategy, namely, “banking as an in app
service” also releases its APIs to contracted
partners who build apps on top subject
to the condition that any transactions

related to those apps will be routed
through the bank’s APIs. In technical terms,
this means the partners agree to use the
bank’s pre-developed SDKs (Software
Development Kits) to build their apps. The
third option, namely, banking as a service,
involves exposing 100 percent owned
banking APIs publicly, so that any third
party developer or Fintech company can
access it to build their own applications.
“Participate” strategies are those where the
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bank joins a third party platform belonging

open API to facilitate account opening and

“Curate” strategies are also participatory in

to another bank, ecommerce company,

mandates all the banks in the country to

nature. Here, the bank’s customers, such

Fintech or other. Participation could be

use it. The regulator could then ask each

as small and medium businesses, join the

driven by the desire to leverage a large

bank for their blacklist of customers and

bank in a business hub to jointly create and

open ecosystem of a digital firm, such as

consolidate the same into a centralized

manage the APIs. An example is Deutsche

Apple, Amazon, Alipay and so on. Let us

database that all banks could access via the

Bank, which has a portal where its SME

take a hypothetical example to illustrate

API for conducting KYC processes. The third

customers can access the banks’ services,

this. Say ICICI Bank joins the Amazon

variant of the participate strategy is the

share information with other SMEs and also

platform. Each time a customer makes a

financial service marketplace, a futuristic

do business with them. Another example

high value purchase, the site recommends

vision of a shared space where customers

of banks following a curate strategy comes

a personal loan from the bank to finance

can pick and choose products from

from India, where a consortium of banks,

the transaction. Participation can also be

different banks based on their needs.

trading partners and shipping firms is

mandated by regulation, as is the case with
PSD2 in Europe or UPI in India. In some
countries, a regulator might even actively
push open banking. Again, a hypothetical
example may be useful. Say the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS) builds an
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Banks following the “invest” strategy either
buy out or invest in a digital Fintech to gain
quick access to an existing ecosystem, such
as a P2P lending platform.

coming together to share information and
documentation securely over a private
Blockchain network.
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Key challenges
• S calability: “partner” model may have

ecosystem since it don’t own it. It could

Also a concern for “marketplace” given

issues in scalability given only “partners”

also be a challenge for Curate Model:

may disrupt existing business model

can access the API. It makes sense mostly

what’s the point to create a self-owned

for large/mega-size banks which may

ecosystem if there is external ecosystem

have the volume to scale its API business

can leverage? Banks have to balance

With so many strategy options, how does
a bank choose the right one? In general,
a small bank is better off using a public

between RoI and also frictionless

• R egulation: a major concern for “Public”

model, whereas large banks can go for

customer experience.

accessed APIs, especially for banks who is

shared or participatory strategies. In every

• D
 ata Privacy: mainly a concern for public

highly regulated. (for Open APIs offered

case, it is important to weigh the benefits

APIs exposed by the bank

by fintechs and digital firms, maybe still
an gray area)

against the risks and challenges, which can
range from scalability and digital strategy

• M
 onetization: a major concern for

• D
 igital Strategy Alignment: might be

alignment issues to concerns around

“banking as a service” given bank

a challenge when access to third party

are exposing its APIs (not leveraging

APIs: what’s the value to the bank? And

exnternal APIs), so what’s the benefits.

data privacy, regulatory compliance and
monetization opportunities.

bank might be losing control to the
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About Banking
Visionaries Council
(BVC)
Banking Visionaries Council has been

within the industry. The purpose of this

constituted by Infosys Finacle to

council is to solve most pertinent problems

collaborate with senior business and

with research and collective thought

technology leaders from banking

leadership efforts. Currently, the council

community to develop actionable point-

has twenty members strong board with

of-views around contemporary themes

representation from eleven countries

This point of view paper is an abridged
version of the collaborative research work
done by the council. For more information
on the council, please reach out to
finacle@edgeverve.com.

across six continents.

Share key market development and trends observed in
respective geos with rest of the group

Collaborate to develop actionable point-of-view on how
banks can leverage emerging trends

Openly discuss learning from innovation initiatives taken
by respective banks
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About Infosys Finacle
Finacle is the industry-leading digital banking solution suite from EdgeVerve Systems, a wholly owned product subsidiary
of Infosys. Finacle helps traditional and emerging financial institutions drive truly digital transformation to achieve
frictionless customer experiences, larger ecosystem play, insights–driven interactions and ubiquitous automation. Today,
banks in over 100 countries rely on Finacle to service more than a billion consumers and 1.3 billion accounts.
Finacle solutions address the core banking, omnichannel banking, payments, treasury, origination, liquidity
management, Islamic banking, wealth management, analytics, artificial intelligence, and blockchain requirements
of financial institutions to drive business excellence. An assessment of the top 1250 banks in the world reveals that
institutions powered by the Finacle Core Banking solution, on average, enjoy 7.2% points lower costs-to-income ratio
than others.

For more information, contact finacle@edgeverve.com

www.finacle.com
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